
Year 10 Citizenship Composite 1 – The UK Justice System  

What does the UK Criminal Justice System look like? 

Here pupils will explore the key debates, agencies and approaches to Criminal Justice in the 
UK Term: Autumn Number of hours: 30 

Sequence of learning: Scaffolding for SEND pupils:  Deepening learning: 

Component 1: How are people brought into the Criminal Justice System?: The police 

station  

 

Students begin by exploring what prevents people from committing crimes, with the following a 

key area’s being relevant at this stage 

• The Community – How does pressure from the community prevent people from 

committing crime, what are considered social crimes (Crimes that are largely deemed 

acceptable) vs those that are less so and indeed the criminal hierarchy’s within prisons 

with Not on Normal Social Exercise explained, as a term commonly referred to by 

students.  

 

• Wider Circumstances – Such as poverty, a lack of education or mental health issues 

 

• Organised bodies of prevention – Such as the Police force.  

 

The longer view of how the arrest emerged is necessary here, with a brief recap of Hue and 

Cry which links back to KS3 history learning, and an overview of how policing appeared as a 

result of industrialisation with Robert Peel establishing the Metropolitan police force off the 

back of two previously successful initiatives. The Bow St Runners (A paid private police force 

operated by magistrate Henry Fielding that gained respectability in the preceding years, and 

the first UK police force The Thames River Police, that were established purely to prevent 

 
 

 



thefts from the River Thames. At this stage students also explore the oath taken by police 

officers ‘I do solemnly and sincerely declare and affirm that I will well and truly serve the Queen 

in the office of constable, with fairness, integrity, diligence and impartiality, upholding 

fundamental human rights and according equal respect to all people; and that I will, to the best 

of my power, cause the peace to be kept and preserved and prevent all offences against 

people and property; and that while I continue to hold the said office I will to the best of my skill 

and knowledge discharge all the duties thereof faithfully according to law. Including what this 

means and why it has been largely unchanged since its inception.  

Essential knowledge at this point is the role of a police officer, which is often a misconception, 

It is the role of the officer to  

• Investigate crime by collective evidence that appropriately  

• Protect the public and uphold law and order 

• Ensure Crimes are investigated appropriately.  

But a police officer does not punish offenders, or make decisions around guilt of innocence as 

they are not adequately trained to do this effectively.  

Students are also introduced to the modern police force, consisting of 43 individual forces in 

England, and 42 courts, and compare this to the unified service in Scotland. With an 

introduction given to the various area’s of speciality within the profession.  

Students then go on to explore the role of the police caution highlighting it’s key features  

The right to Silence,  

the fact that failing to mention when questioned can harm your defence in court e.g. the 

dangers of a no comment interview, 

Why the person is being arrested 

“I am arresting you under the suspicion of assault, you do not have to say anything unless you 

wish to do so, but it may harm your defence if you do not mention, when questioned, 

something which you later rely on in court. Anything you do say may be given in evidence” 



 As part of this students also explore the role of the special constable of which there are 

currently 11,690 across the UK. A volunteer police officer often with another occupation of 

whom has all the powers of a regular officer but does not take this up as a career.  

At this stage students also explore the following rank structure used by the English (Note not 

British) Police Force  

 

Students also explore the role of PACE, and the requirements that govern Custody, or 

detention in a police station , managed by the custody Sargent who is responsible for all the 

aspects outlined below.  

Length of detention  

24 Hours! 

36 if a superintendent authorizes 

Any longer requires court action, or must come under the Terrorism Act  

Main rights on arrival  

Must be offered a solicitor 

Right to contact someone / Make arrangements 

Be told why you’ve been ddetained  

Be processes to determine identity 



Condition of the Police Cell 

Must be clean & adequately heated 

Have own toilet facilities 

1 shower every 24 hours 

3 meals & drinks (unlimited water) 

Medical care as and when asked 

Must be checked on every 6 hours 

Exercise once during the day 

8 Hours sleep 

Breaks between interviews 

All religious requirements 

PACE - Code E – Relating to the tape recording now often Video recording of interview.  

Students explore how this is necessary as it  

• Ensures any evidence shown cannot be switched or adjusted 

• Ensures only exact words or statements are taken – not interpretations or twisting of 

words 

• Protects against abuse / being victimised / pushed into making a confession 

• Ensures all evidence is ready for the court – You cannot claim later you did not say it 

• Means both solicitors can view the evidence before a trial 



• Protects against accusations of mistreatment 

 

 

Students then go on to look at how evidence is gathered in custody including how the following 

can be taken with or without consent  

These may be taken without your consent and include: 

• saliva; 

• photos; 

• oral swabs; 

• footwear impressions. 

Other samples can be requested but these require consent from you and a senior police 

officer. Examples include: 

• urine; 

• blood; 

• semen; 

• dental impressions. 

Students also explore how solicitors have the right to preview evidence, although this is not 

always a fool proof method of defence, for instance forensic evidence in serious cases is not 

usually ready by the time of the interview. If a client makes a comment denying his or her 

presence at a scene and later in the case DNA evidence comes to light which proves that 

person was there, then that can seriously damage the client’s case 



 

Students conclude by introducing the role of two other individuals involved at this stage 

of the process 

Duty Solicitor – Who is on hand to provide defence for all, regardless of means as a right under 

the law 

Forensic Medical Examiner – A Doctor or similarly qualified medical professional who collects 

evidence from the body. This can include investigations if allegations of assault are made, 

physical evidence from the person if this is required for the case, and on hand medical support 

should someone become ill.  

Crown Prosecution Service  

Independent body of solicitors who decide whether to ‘charge’ suspects 

Consideration is given to its logo a weighing scales, and how they must balance up outcomes, 

against cost and necessity 

Students explore the key distinctions between them and the police including  

Police have knowledge of how to collect evidence and which crimes have been committed. In 

addition to the right to enforce the law. They may seek advice from the CPS on the evidence 

required but are not trained to the same legal standard so do not have t. he same degree of 

knowledge 

CPS are trained lawyers – Many of whom have been in court either to prosecute or defend. 

They look at the evidence independently to assess any issues lawyers may use to get the 

person off the charge in court 

They also decide on the implications – is it in the public interest or not 

In order to decide how to charge a suspect the following two criteria must be satisfied  

“Realistic Prospect of conviction” 



• Must be a good chance of a Jury or Magistrate finding the defendant guilty 

• Plenty of evidence 

• Process completed properly (No technicalities) 

 

“In the public Iinterest” 

• Court cases cost a lot of money – It must be in the public interest to spend this money 

• Factors that account are 

• The age of the offender 

• Wider circumstances 

• Whether the public would agree they should be punished 

 

 

Students then explore the following types of evidence and evaluate them in terms of 

their overall usefulness 

 

• Evidence left at the scene, Facts we can prove, Gossip & Rumours, House to House 

enquiries, DNA, Interviewing suspects, Identity Parades, Fingerprints  

Following the CPS Decision, three potential outcomes are available  

• Release without charge – Suspect is free to go and leaves the Criminal Justice 

System 

 

• Bail – Suspect is free to go but must return on a set date, either to the police station or 

court to re-engage with the CJS. This can also have additional restrictions placed on 

them if necessary including: 

 

o living at a address 

o not contacting certain people 

o giving your passport to the police so you cannot leave the UK 



o reporting to a police station at agreed times, for example once a week 

 

• Remand – Suspect remains in custody, and is transferred to prison to await trial. This 

must be done within the following timeframes 

 

o Magistrates court trials -56 days 

o Crown court committals – 70 days 

o Crown court committal to trial – 112 days 

Due to the unconvicted nature of prisoners and the assumption of innocence the following 

• Wear own clothes 

• Vote in elections  

• Access to the internet  

• Don’t have to work 

• Increased access to visits etc  

 

Decisions around Bail and Remand are taken in the first instance by the Custody Sgt, and 

reviewed at the magistrates court but must balance the individuals right to liberty with the 

individuals of others to access justice, and live free from intimidation. As a result the following 

principles must apply for a remand decision to be made.  

• Significant risk of jumping Bail 

• Likely to interfere with witnesses / obstruct justice 

• A particularly serious crime has been committed 

End of Component Assessment  



 

 

Component 2: The Courts of the UK 

Magistrates Court 

Historical context - Small areas of the country were owned and controlled by local lords – Who 

effectively ruled over that area in conjunction with the law therefore low level crimes dealt with 

in house. Local people with a bit of legal knowledge can deal with petty crimes in their area 

then the Judge need only step in for more serious acts. This is a principle that still exists today, 

as the modern magistrates courts are still based on the principle of Trial by Peers 

Three key legal principles that govern the courts 

• Men’s Rae  Vs   Actus Rae (Person must have both the guilty mind e.g. intent and 

have committed the guilty act)  

• Proof must be beyond reasonable doubt (70% certainty in the Magistrates Court, 90% 

in the Crown Court)  

• Burden of Proof is on the prosecution, not the defence  

Key features of the magistrates court.  

  



All crimes start in the magistrates court, although due to having maximum sentencing powers 

of 6 months in prison or an unlimited fine, if this is deemed insufficient then the person can be 

sent to trial at the Crown Court.  

Students also explore the positioning of key members of the court room & their role as 

detailed below 

 

Magistrates – Usually three or in some cases a circuit judge can sit, these are ordinary 

members of the public without a criminal record between the ages of 18 – 70. As a magistrate 

they are unpaid for this role, and will work elsewhere in the community. They are not lawyers or 

members of the legal profession but are instead members of the community tasked in this case 

with dispensing justice.  

Legal Advisor (Clerk) – Circled is the legal advisor, due to the magistrates having received 

training but not being from a legal background it is this individuals role to advise on aspects of 

sentencing, ensuring witnesses are correct and procedures are followed.  

Defendant – The individual accused of the crime (This is not to be referred to as the criminal 

as it is assumed with exception of the final few moments after sentence has been passed that 

the individual is innocent in accordance with the legal principle explored earlier) Beside him 

may be a prison officer if they have been remanded as shown although this is not always 

necessary.  

Witness – Always opposite the defendant due to the legal principle of being able to see your 

accusers, although in particularly sensitive cases this can be behind a video screen. A Witness 

is someone who can provide evidence to the events in court, a common misconception is that 



they saw the crime, this may not be the case as police officers, medical professionals and 

experts often have evidence to provide. Thus a definition is someone providing evidence 

Usher – Identifiable by their long gown shows people in and out of court, and manages the 

flow of people in court.  

Prosecution & Defence – Relate to the solicitors of the accused if relevant who present the 

case on behalf of either party 

Members of the Public & the newspapers – These are an important legal principle to explore 

owing to the fact that everyone has the right to witness justice being done, thus both parties 

are free to attend the courtroom.  

Students then go on to explore the range of sentences available at the magistrates court 

including  

 

 

Crown Court  

Circuit judges were first introduced by Henry II as a means of fair justice to ensure consistent 

sentences were given to all who committed serious crimes. Originally operating on a circuit 

around the country, and arriving in area’s annually to sentence suspects circuit judges now 



work within a locality and continue to travel between courts. This is to avoid corruption as is 

their salary of £250,000 and protect the integrity of justice 

Key Roles here  

• Jury – Listen to the evidence and decide if the person is innocent or guilty, a jury is 

made up of 12 members of the local community with a legal obligation to attend court 

and sit. They must not know the defendant and should be representative of the local 

community. In order for a verdict to be delivered there is an expectation of 12/0 

agreement, in exceptional cases 11/1 may be accepted but this is unusual. Discussion 

must take place independently until a decision is reached.  

 

• Judge – Passes the sentence, legally trained and a senior member in his field, it is the 

role of the judge to decide an appropriate sentence if a guilty verdict is returned and 

manage the courtroom. 

 

• Barrister – Evidence is presented by Barristers, who have audience rights in court, 

and cross examine witnesses and evidence. One must be present for both prosecution 

and defence and under the ‘cab rank rule’ if you are legally trained in that field you may 

be allocated a defence case and must be seen to do it to the best of your ability to 

preserve everyone’s right to a defence under the law.  

 

Sentencing Guidelines  

Judges will pass sentence according to the sentencing guidelines, often starting in the middle 

and then considering the aggravating and mitigating factors, to ensure that a sentence is 

passed that best reflects others that have been passed to similar individuals for similar crimes 

in the past, known as Binding Precedent. Courts are also bound by the decisions of higher 

courts in previous cases.  

Judges Role in interpreting law.  

Law’s in the UK are made in the following two ways  



Statutory Law – Made by Parliament to tackle an issue – examples include Drugs legislation, 

Smoking Ban, Dangerous dogs act, driving offences 

These have been debated and put in place often to solve a problem and cannot be overruled 

by Judges at any level 

Common Law – When a judge makes a decision / applies a law this then becomes a new law 

- Large majority – Assault, Murder, Manslaughter 

Often things that have always been dealt with for a long time but never been through 

parliament. Examples include statutory copyright legislation enacted before smart phones 

references video camera’s and technology relevant to the time period. A Judge interpreted that 

this applies to cases involving smart phones so the law was evolved and following cases must 

take the same approach.  

This court has unlimited sentencing powers and can pass sentence to the full extent of the law.  

Appeal Courts  

An appeal court can overrule the Crown Court by reviewing a case, if the following apply  

• An error has been made in interpreting the law, new evidence has come to light that 

wasn’t previously available, there is a perceived unfairness.  

Applications to appeal can be made only once and are not guaranteed, to be considered their 

must be a high chance that a sentence will be changed, although it is notable that sentences 

can be increased as well as decreased here. If an appeal is successful a decision is made by 

three Judges.  

Supreme Court  

Final court in England is the Supreme Court. This court takes on only cases that are of national 

importance. e.g. the decision they are going to make will set a significant precedent. Only 1/3rd 

of requested cases get here and outcomes are decided by an odd number of justices, which 

range depending on the seriousness of the case itself.  



 

 

Supreme Court case study: Shamima Begum  

Shamima Begum is a 19-year-old British woman from Bethnal Green, East London. She and 

two pals – Kadiza Sultana and Amira Abase – ran away to Syria in February 2015. Begum 

used her elder sister’s passport to flee with her Bethnal Green Academy friends. The trio flew 

to Turkey and then crossed the border into Syria with the aid of smugglers. Within weeks of 

arriving, Shamima was married to ISIS jihadi Yago Riedijk, 27, from Holland. They had two 

children who died from malnutrition and disease. The couple were separated as they fled 

Baghouz, the village where a few hundred ISIS fighters are holed up in a desperate last stand. 

Shamima ended up in a Kurdish refugee camp where she has just given birth to her third child. 

She had her UK Citizenship revoked and is now considered stateless. Students must explore 

the implications of this including the fact that Today, at least 10 million people around the world 

are denied a nationality. As a result, they often aren’t allowed to go to school, see a doctor, get 

a job, open a bank account, buy a house or even get married. By 2024 we want to as an 

international community eradicate statelessness 

 

Factors considered when deciding the case 

• Extent to which Shamima was groomed and was thus a victim: Grooming is when 

someone builds an emotional connection with a child to gain their trust for the 

purposes of sexual abuse, sexual exploitation or trafficking NSPCC’. Is this definition 

relevant and to what extent does it apply in this case.  

 

• section 40(2) of the British Nationality Act 1981-  while the law bars the home secretary 

from making a person stateless, it allows him to remove citizenship if he can show 

Begum has behaved “in a manner which is seriously prejudicial to the vital interests of 

the UK” and he has “reasonable grounds for believing that the person is able, under 

the law of a country or territory outside the UK, to become a national of such a country 

or territory” 



 

. 

• UK is part of the United Nations which campaigns against Statelessness around the 

world, would this be counterproductive to our wider aims  

• Shamima’s age - Does the fact she was 15 when she left make a difference in this 

case?, whilst she is legally responsible should she in fact be treated as a minor 

 

•  What about Shamima’s child - Legally the child is a dual Syrian / British national due 

to parentage / place of birth. Would making her stateless punish the child and what 

could happen to it as a result Take it into care? Refuse it admission into the UK? 

(Note: The Child Subsequently died but was alive during the Supreme court hearing)  

Students reflect on their own viewpoint to this case before exploring the final Supreme 

Court Ruling and the summary of it’s decision which is provided within the resources and is 

too extensive to summarise in this document.  

Youth Courts (Note this is to explore how the youth courts are different and not key legal 

questions)  

• A Brief History 

o First Juvenile courts in 1908, prior to that children over 7 could be treated as 

adults. This led to widespread mistreatment including how 

▪ In 1814 five child criminals under the age of 14 were hanged at the 

Old Bailey, the youngest being only eight years old. 

▪ Edward Andrews was convicted of minor theft in 1854 and sent to 

Birmingham prison, as part of this he had to turn the crank 10,000 

times every 10 hrs. When he failed his rations were reduced, he was 

doused in cold water and eventually took his own life.  

▪ In 1845 an eight-year-old boy was brought to trial at the August 

sessions in Clerkenwell near St.Pancras. His name was Thomas Miller 

▪ ‘stealing boxes’. For this crime the boy was sentenced to a month in 

jail – and he was whipped 

 



o Sir Evelyn Ruggles – Brise Chairman of prison commission 1895 – 1921 set 

up the first specialist facility for reforming young offenders at Borstal Village 

(and the Borstals were born). Youth detention facilities with a focus on military 

discipline, learning a trade and teaching traditional subjects. This was 

successful as a vehicle of reform and the justice system has typically focused 

on reforming young offenders.  

• Key Facts and Figures  

 

First offence is likely to result in an invitation to ‘Youth Offending Panel’  

o First offence only! And have plead guilty, this involves a meeting based discussion with 

all stakeholders, including probation, the young person and their family, and in some 

instances the victim. Panels will also give victims a chance to say how the crime 

affected them and what might help put things right. Aim is to discuss what needs to be 

done to keep this young person out of trouble 

Subsequent offences – The Youth Courts  



 

 

Additional method of custody here – Secure Training Centre 

A youth detention facility which houses 50 – 80 inmates split into units of between 5 – 8 

children. Here they are provided with 30 hours education a week following a school day 

timetable.  

End of Component Assessment  

 



 

 

Component 3: Exploring Legal Questions 

Police Accountability – The Birmingham Six 

On 21 November 1974 -  21 people were killed in a terrorist attack in Birmingham  (ten at the 

Mulberry Bush and eleven at the Tavern in the Town) and 182 people were injured. A third 

device, outside a bank in Hagley Road, failed to detonate. Six men with known routes to the 

IRA were subsequently arrested. All six had lived in Birmingham since the 1960s. All the men 

except for Callaghan had left the city early on the evening of 21 November from New Street 

Station, shortly before the explosions. They were travelling to Belfast to attend the funeral of 

James McDade, an IRA member whom they all knew. McDade had accidentally killed himself 

on 14 November when his bomb detonated prematurely while he was planting it at a telephone 

exchange in Coventry. 

 On 12 May 1975 the six men were charged with murder and conspiracy to cause explosions. 

In 1985, the forensic evidence was exposed by scientists as unreliable at best an appeals 

judge conceded that the same results could be obtained from testing people who recently 

touched playing cards or cigarette paper. The men claimed the confessions had been beaten 

out of them in the police station. In March 1991 they were finally released from Prison. The six 

men were later awarded compensation ranging from £840,000 to £1.2 million. Students reflect 

back to the safeguards available under PACE 1984 that occurred largely as a result of this 

event 

Agencies available to maintain police accountability  

The Independent Police Complaints Commission was a non-departmental public body in 

England and Wales responsible for overseeing the system for handling complaints made 

against police forces in England and Wales. On 8 January 2018, the IPCC was replaced by the 

Independent Office for Police Conduct 



Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner - Elected by the people to hold the Chief 

constable to account and responsible for everything to do with policing and crime in that area 

set the police ‘crime plan’ and budget  

 Students then go on to explore the demographics of criminals by exploring the latest statistical 

data, provided within the lesson resources.  

Age of Criminal Responsibility  

Students explore the age of criminal responsibility internationally as shown on the diagram 

below.  

 

To explore the issue in depth students explore two approaches to serious crimes, in two nation 

states  

Norway: In 1994, in Trondheim, five-year-old Silje Redergard was beaten to death by two six 

year old boys. The three had been making "snow castles", until the fun stopped. Nobody 

knows why. A childish disagreement? A tantrum, perhaps? Whatever it was it triggered a 

reaction in the boys that devastated a family and the community. At some point while playing, 



the boys turned on the little girl, punching and kicking her and beating her with stones before 

stripping off her clothes.  

Then they ran away, leaving her to die in the snow. The Age of Criminal responsibility in this 

nation is 15 Not sent to prison but given some intensive care / therapy to try and resolve the 

issues. Within a couple of weeks both boys enrolled into another primary school 

Identity has never been leaked by the locals – Both boys went on to overcome their issues and 

become quite successful 

USA – Jaxon Hunter Had been removed from her parents a month before and placed with 

foster parents who ran a daycare centre .His Foster Sister attempted to pick up Six-month-old 

Jaxon was at the daycare centre when the girl allegedly dropped him on his head. Then 

prosecutors say she stomped on his head to stop him crying. Kept in an adult mental health 

unit awaiting trial – On a wing with women up to 40 in for a variety of crimes. Owing to being 

tried as an adult with an Age of Criminal Responsibility of 10.  

UK – James Bulger (Which led to a review of the age of Criminal Responsibility in the 

UK)  

On Friday, 12 February 1993. Bulger was led away from the New Strand Shopping 

Centre in Bootle as his mother had taken her eyes off him momentarily. His mutilated body was 

found on a railway line 2.5 miles (4 km) away in Walton, Liverpool, two days after his 

abduction. Thompson and Venables were charged on 20 February 1993 with Bulger's 

abduction and murder. One of the boys threw blue  modelling paint, which they had shoplifted 

earlier, into Bulger's left eye. They kicked him, stamped on him and threw bricks and stones at 

him. Batteries were placed in Bulger's mouth  Finally, the boys dropped a 10-kilogram  iron bar, 

on Bulger. He sustained 10 skull fractures as a result of the bar striking his head. Alan 

Williams, the case's pathologist, stated that Bulger suffered so many injuries—42 in total. After 

they left the scene, his body was cut in half by a train. Sentenced to a minimum of 8 years in 

custody .  

Students need to explore the most appropriate response to meet the aims of punishment, 

including reform, vindication for the family, and deterrence 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Should Prisoners receive a new identity  

 

Joint Enterprise  

When more than one person are  charged with the same offence because they are deemed to 

be involved or equally responsible. Based on the idea of ‘Common Purpose’– Did the whole 

group come with the same intention in mind   



 For example if someone arrives with a weapon to a pre-arranged fight that shows an intention 

to use it. As they knew their was a chance of harming somebody with full knowledge of how 

serious it could be 

Examples include 

o You witness a serious crime e.g. a stabbing and fail to report the offender 

o You willingly attended an area where you knew a crime would take place 

o You are also carrying a weapon in a violent situation – Why would you have it else? 

o A whole group that commit a crime all blame each other – All can be charged 

Students explore a variety of fictional cases before focusing on the main case study: 

Derek Bentley Case 

Derek Bentley was 19 at the time of his death. Illiterate and with the mental age of a 10 

year old.  

He had been involved in petty crime before and was described by the Borstal staff as 

‘highly impressionable’  

 

On Sunday the 2nd of November 1952, Derek Bentley went out with his friend, 16 year old 

Christopher Craig, to see if they could carry out a burglary. Bentley was armed with a knife and 

a knuckle-duster which Craig had recently given him. Craig had a similar knife but was also 

armed with a 455 Eley revolver. 

 Craig normally carried a gun and it is reasonable to suppose that Bentley would have known 

this. They were thwarted in their attempts on their first two targets and finally chose to break 

into a warehouse belonging to a company called Parker & Barlow in Croydon, Surrey.  

As they climbed onto the roof of the warehouse, they were noticed by a little girl who lived 

opposite and whose mother phoned the police. The nearest patrol car arrived very quickly and 

contained a detective constable (DC Fairfax) and a uniformed constable. 



Craig and Bentley were on the roof as the police arrived and attempted to run but DC Fairfax 

quickly detained Bentley Craig decided to shoot his way out and fired at DC Fairfax wounding 

him in the shoulder 

Bentley offered no resistance to Fairfax and stood by the injured policeman without any 

restraint for the next 30 minutes or so. (Hardly the action of a desperate young thug who could 

very probably have easily overpowered the wounded and unarmed Fairfax) 

Other officers arrived on the scene within minutes, some of them armed. Craig continued 

shooting at anyone that moved and as the first of the reinforcements, PC Sidney Miles came 

up the stairs and through the door onto the roof, he was shot through the head and died almost 

instantly. 

Craig eventually ran out of bullets and threw himself off the roof in a vain attempt to avoid 

capture. He landed on a greenhouse roof 30 feet below and broke his back. 

Bentley’s use of the words ‘let him have it’ were interpreted in this instance to be an 

aggravating factor and ultimately led to his sentencing  

Outcome: Bentley received the Death Penalty, Craig a prison sentence  

Women in Justice 

There were approximately 77.42 thousand men and 3.41 thousand women in prison in the 

United Kingdom as of May 2021 However significantly less prisons for women in the UK which 

often leads to greater distance between them and their families. Students must explore current 

resources on the types of sentence afforded to Women vs Other Genders, and how their role 

as primary caregiver to children in many cases impacts on Justice.  

Students also explore the more communal layout of some women’s Prison’s including HMP 

Drake Hall below 



 

Students compare the cases of Myra Hindley and Beverly Allet and the public perceptions of 

both as women as a contributing factor to their eventual sentence == 

End of Component Assessment 

1) Explain how might Gender affect treatment in the Justice System? 

2) Name the two agencies that oversee the work of the Police force? 

3) Explain what is meant by Joint Enterprise? 

4) What is the age of Criminal responsibility in England? 

5) Why do ages of criminal responsibility vary between countries? 

 

 

Component 4: Aims of Punishment    



Students must become aware of, and able to rank and prioritise the different aims of 

punishment within the individual sanctions available to the Criminal Justice System 

The Four key aims being  

Reform – You want the person to be a better person when finish the punishment than  

Deterrence – You want to put other people off committing the crime through fear of the 

punishment 

Vindication  – The punishment is all about making people respect the law by knowing it is 

enforced 

Retribution  – By knowing the offender receives the punishment the victim feels Justice has 

been done 

Protect the Public 

All punishments within the CJS both now and historically have differing degrees of each of 

these and the use of both historical, and current case study allows for an adequate exploration 

of what should ultimately be the aim of the punishment.  

Students explore the success of each using the following – 

o Deterrence (Bloody Code) By 1815 due to a lack of policing methods 225 crimes 

carried the death penalty in the UK. This was unsustainable and led to a ‘hung for a 

sheep as a lamb’ mentality. With theft of anything over the modern day £30 leading to 

the same penalty as typically more serious crimes. Leading to no incentive to not 

commit the higher crime. This is also linked into why the UK does not impose whole life 

tariffs in the UK, due to fears the offender will having nothing to lose. 

 

o Vindication – Modern methods of vindication are explored through parking fines, and 

fixed penalty speeding tickets. With consideration being given to the 2018 RAC study 

which found three times as many drivers are willing to drink drive whilst unsure of the 

prescribed limit of alcohol compared to park on a double yellow line as whilst the 

penalty is much lower, the chance of getting caught is much increased.  



 

o Retribution – Global case study on executions in Iran highlighted by amnesty 

international in which the law states the family can carry these out. This is compared 

with how a UK burglary victim might feel with a short fine to explore the students own 

perceptions on the extent to which retribution is needed in justice.  

 

o Reform – With an emphasis on the Alexander Patterson Reforms and ethos of 

needing to take steps to reform characters in prison. This explores the role of Prison 

education in the justice system, and the early attempts through transportation to 

Australia which provided the first real understanding of how crime and social conditions 

link together, with the award of a ticket of leave and land following a transportation 

sentence key to ensuring many offenders did not continue to commit crimes.  

 

o Protect the Public – Largely centred on prison and removing the individual from that 

environment. This is also on a lesser scale achievable through barred lists and the 

restrictions placed on some individuals who may want to work with vulnerable persons.  

 

Evolution of the Prison Service under three commissioners as it moves away from deterrence 

towards reform 

Sir Robert Peel - 1823 Gaols Act 

• Payment for Prison Warders (Prior to this inmates themselves had to pay)  

• Female officers in women’s prison 

• Regular visits by prison Chaplains 

• Separation by gender / class of prisoner 

• Standards of food / sanitation inspected by magistrates  

Edmund Du Kane 1877 - 1895 

o Hard bed, hard board, hard labour 



o Often monotonous tasks designed to break the self esteem of that person 

o Same Meals 

o Separate / Silent System  

o Licenses arrive from 1853 - Release dependent on meeting conditions – Had to 

produce to a police officer if challenged or return to prison 

o  

Sir Evelyn Ruggles-Brice - Chairman of prison commission 1895 – 1921 

o “It is now 4-30 in the afternoon and I know that just now, at every Local and Convict 

Prison in England, the same things in general are being done, and that in general they 

are being done in the same way.” 

o Patronage – Age on discharge 

o Training for all prison staff 

o Improved diet and medical provision 

o Three stage classification of prisoners  

o Meaningful work in workshops with association 

o Borstal System for Young offenders  

 

Sir Alexander Patterson - Commissioner of Prisons 1922 - 1947 

o “When a man is sufficiently motivated, discipline and change takes care of itself’  

o Crop and broad arrow abolished – Reasonable facilities made for shaving and self 

care 

o 1923 – Seven hour day 

o 1929 - The payment of a small wage for prison work 

o Probation service had existed since 1907 but the home office determined it was 

dependent on the personality of the officer. Patterson brought them under home office 

control in 1938 and allowed for convicts to be released to probation by a judge  

o Introduction of Prison Education and incentive schemes for good behaviour with an 

emphasis on reform 



The modern prison service is still very much founded on the principles of Patterson but 

funding challenges, and overcrowding have largely led to this being unimplemented in 

many cases. Key features of the modern prison system  

 

117 Prisons in the UK 83,618 total in prison. 79,749 men and 3,869 women in 2018. Men are 

22 times as likely as women to be imprisoned 

Of these 104 are ran by HMP, 13 are privately ran, 12 are women’s prisons.  

o Prison categories 

o A, B, C (Incremental decrease based on sentence with A being the most serious. 

o Category D are open prisons, designed for end of sentence or low risk offenders 

with a different regime including members going to work in the community.  

o Secure Mental Health units also exist as part of the prison system 

Age Variants  

o Up to 17 – Attend a Secure Training Centre 

o 18 – 21 – Young Offenders Institute 

o 21 + Adult Prison 

Diversity in Prison 

o 6x Prisons across the country have mother and baby units, in which the child can 

remain with the mother for up to 18 months. If the child is born in prison this is 

mandatory, if the child has already been born the woman can apply to bring the child in 

although this isn’t mandatory  

 

o End of Life care facilities available in 18 prisons – Although compassionate release 

can be used in some circumstances 

 



Students then use a range of visual sources, to explore what a prison looks like, how they are 

processed etc before going on to consider the regime.  

08.00 – 08.30 Exercise (weather and staff permitting) or medication 

08.30 Labour or education, otherwise locked in cell 

10.00 – 11.00 Showers and phone for non-workers 

11.40 Return from labour or education 

11.45 – 12.15 Lunch (usually controlled unlock – landing by landing) 

12.15 Bang-up in cell 

13.40 Labour or education, otherwise locked in cell 

16.40 Return from labour or education – evening medications 

16.50 Evening meal 

18.00 Locked up for the night (other than workers below) 

18.30 – 19.05 Association for alternate landings for showers and phone (workers only) 

Behaviour in prisons in managed through an incentive system according to the 

following categories  



 

Students also recap the role of vulnerable prisoners and the role of the licence, e.g. typical 

automatic release halfway through a sentence for good behaviour. For more serious offenders 

a parole board may be necessary. This is a panel of members of the public that assess if an 

individual should be released and is typically used for more serious offences with no 

determinate sentence, or those sentenced to life imprisonment.  

Upon release prisoners receive £46 and sent are through the gates. Students then explore the 

latest statistics (Provided) by the Prison reform trust and ONS around reoffending stats and 

explore the extent to which this system meets the aims of punishment above. 

Students then go on to compare source material from UK prisons, One in Norway and another 

in Russia to explore different systems before arriving at a conclusion as to the extent to which 

Prison fulfils each aim of punishment introduced at the start of the unit and it’s overall outcome.  

Embedded within the learning is a broad range of both factual and developed case study to 

inform discussion.  

 

 

 



 

 

Subject methods and 

resources 

• Teacher led PowerPoint lessons, planned to a high quality  
 

• Broad range of historical sources of different types being 
available for independent analysis by students  
 

• Effective use of active teaching to allow students to 
‘visualise’ what they are learning about in the context with 
which it exists 

Prior 

Knowledge 

 

• Some knowledge will have been built up 
through mainstream Media on the justice 
system although this must be carefully 
managed to ensure this is accurate.  
 

• Prior knowledge on the role of the 
community in policing & the establishment 
of the metropolitan police has been 
covered in KS3 history 
 

• Different cultural experiences may allow 
the students to have had varying degrees 
of exposure to the CJS at different points.  

Assessment of 

components and 

summative assessment of 

the unit (composite). 

Components: 
Each component will be assessed by considering students ability 
to process information and recall different features of medieval 
life. 
Embedded disciplinary components that feature throughout will be 
assessed using a ‘we do’ whole class approach with teacher 
being aware of attributes of strength and improvements within a 
cohort and directing support as appropriate through live marking 
during tasks. 
 
Composite: 
 
 

 

DO NOW and Plenary Tasks will also be utilised to promote 
effective memory recall along with thinking. 

Likely 

misconcept

ions and 

suggested 

strategies to 

tackling 

them 

- That Judges are responsible for punishing all 
criminals – Corrected through an exploration of 
the various court roles, including differences 
that exist within the Judicial profession 
 



 


